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ABSTRACT 

 

Dzihni, M. Yunal Sholahudz. 2015. Apology Strategy Used by Prime Minister Julia 

Gillard on National Apology of “Forced Adoption” Speech. Thesis. English 

Language and Letters Department. Faculty of Humanities. Maulana Malik 

Ibrahim State Islamic University, Malang. Advisor: Dr. H. Langgeng 

Budianto, M.Pd. 

Keywords: Apology strategy, speech act, Julia Gillard. 

 

Maintaining the relationship is not as easy as it is seen. It is such a complex 

thing in maintaining the relation which is sometimes broken by the bad action or 

utterances that either intentionally or intentionally done.  When a person has created 

the broken relation, that person may offer the apology through his own way in which 

there is apology strategy practices. Obviously, to define the type of apology strategy 

which is applied in various areas it needs a complex effort since there are several 

arguments proposed by some experts about it. Therefore, this research attempts to 

discover the way on how apology strategy is used in speech as a chosen object.  

The researcher here tries to find out the practices of apology strategy through 

Julia Gillard’s speech on National Apology of “Forced Adoption” which was 

delivered in March 2013. Among the apology strategy theories that exist in this area, 

the researcher conducts this study by employing Trosborg’s theory of apology 

strategy since that theory is more thorough and clear in defining as well as 

characterizing the utterances. Furthermore, to get the aim of conducting this study, 

the researcher formulates two questions: (1) What kinds of apology strategies which 

are used by Julia Gillard on National Apology speech? and (2) How apology 

strategies are used by Julia Gillard on National Apology speech? In addition, this 

study uses descriptive qualitative method since the data are in the form of Julia’s 

utterances gotten from her speech.  

Moreover, the result of apology strategy analysis in Julia’s speech shows that 

she has practiced the apology strategy in delivering her speech. Julia is then identified 

using Rejection, Acknowledgement of responsibility, promise and forbearance, 

expressing concern for the hearer, minimizing, as well as offer of repair as the type of 

apology strategy which are employed. Even, based on Trosborg’s theory, the 

researcher can also know the dominant apology strategy that had been employed by 

Julia is that the expression of apology. 

Hence, from the analysis done in Julia’s speech, the researcher has provided 

empirical data that apology strategy may be applied in various areas, especially the 

speech.  Thus, for further understanding on the apology strategy, the researcher 

suggests the further  researcher to use another object such as newspaper or others by 

providing collaboration theories of apology strategy.  



ABSTRAK 

 

Mempertahankan hubungan tidak semudah seperti yang dilihat. Ini adalah 

suatu hal yang kompleks dalam menjaga hubungan yang kadang-kadang rusak 

oleh aksi buruk atau ucapan-ucapan yang baik sengaja ataupun tidak sengaja 

dilakukan. Ketika seseorang telah menciptakan hubungan yang rusak, maka 

sesorang akan menawarkan permintaan maaf melalui caranya sendiri dimana biasa 

disebut sebagai strategi permintaan maaf. Jelas, untuk menentukan jenis strategi 

permintaan maaf yang diterapkan di berbagai daerah perlu upaya yang kompleks 

karena ada beberapa argumen yang diajukan oleh beberapa ahli tentang hal itu. 

Oleh karena itu, penelitian mencoba untuk menemukan cara bagaimana strategi 

permintaan maaf itu digunakan dalam pidato sebagai objek yang dipilih. 

 

Peneliti mencoba untuk mengetahui praktek-praktek strategi maaf melalui 

pidato Julia Gillard pada forum National Apology atas "Adopsi Paksa" yang 

disampaikan pada Maret 2013. Di antara teori-teori strategi maaf yang ada di 

daerah ini, peneliti melakukan penelitian ini dengan menggunakan “Trosborg” 

yang membahas tentang teori strategi permintaan maaf karena teori ini lebih 

menyeluruh dan jelas dalam mendefinisikan serta karakteristik ucapan-ucapan. 

Selanjutnya, untuk mendapatkan tujuan melakukan studi ini, peneliti merumuskan 

dua pertanyaan: (1) jenis strategi permintaan maaf apa yang digunakan oleh Julia 

Gillard di dalam Pidato “National Apology”? dan (2) Bagaimana strategi 

permintaan maaf digunakan oleh Julia Gillard di dalam Pidato “National 

Apology”? Selain itu, penelitian ini menggunakan metode deskriptif kualitatif 

karena data dalam bentuk ucapan Julia didapat dari pidatonya. 

 

Selain itu, hasil analisis strategi pemintaan maaf dalam pidato Julia 

menunjukkan bahwa ia telah berlatih strategi permintaan maaf dalam memberikan 

sambutannya. Julia kemudian diidentifikasi menggunakan Penolakan, Pengakuan 

tanggung jawab, janji dan kesabaran, mengungkapkan kepedulian pendengar, 

meminimalkan, serta menawarkan perbaikan sebagai jenis strategi permintaan 

maaf yang digunakan dalam pidatonya. Bahkan, berdasarkan teori “Trosborg” 

ini, peneliti juga dapat mengetahui strategi permintaan maaf mana yang dominan 

yang telah digunakan oleh Julia adalah bahwa “ekspresi permintaan maaf”. 

 

Oleh karena itu, dari analisis yang dilakukan dalam pidato Julia, peneliti 

telah memberikan data empiris bahwa strategi permintaan maaf dapat diterapkan 

dalam berbagai bidang, terutama pidato. Dengan demikian, untuk memahami 

lebih lanjut tentang strategi maaf, peneliti menyarankan peneliti lebih lanjut untuk 

menggunakan object lain seperti surat kabar atau orang lain dengan memberikan 

teori kolaborasi strategi permintaan maaf. 

  



 ملخص
 

 

الذفبظ علٔ عالقة ل٘ستث هتِلة اوتب ٌٗإتش .ل٘تَا اًِتب  تٖا هتي ُتزا الة ٘ت  هحةتذ  لتٖ الذفتبظ علتٔ 

الحالقة الحٖ هكسْس  أد٘بًب بفح  ه٘ئة أّ الحصشٗذبت الحٖ .هب عي قصذ أّ غ٘ش قصذ الة٘بم بَا عٌتذهب ٗكتْى 

اس هتي ختالط غشٗةحتَ الخباتة الحتٖ ْٗ تذ الشخص قذ خلق الحالقة الوكسْس ، ُّزا الشخص قتذ جةتذم اتعحتز

لِ٘ب الووبسهبت اهحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحزاسا هي الْاظخ، أى جذذد ًْع هي اهحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحتزاس الحتٖ ٗتحن جق ٘ةِتب لتٖ 

هخحلف الوجبتت اًِب جذحبج الٔ  ِذ هحةذ ألى ٌُتب  الحذٗتذ هتي الذجتت الحتٖ اقحشدِتب بحتط الخ تشاا دتْط 

ل ذث تاحشبف القشٗق علٔ ا٘ف٘ة اهحخذام اهحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحزاس لٖ خقتبة ُزا الوْظْعا لزلك، ٗذبّط ُزا ا

 اكتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتب ي الوخحتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتبسا

 

ال بدث ٌُتب ٗذتبّط هحشلتة الووبسهتبت اهتحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحتزاس هتي ختالط خقتبة  ْل٘تب  ت٘السد علتٔ 

ا ّهتتتي بتت٘ي الٌإشٗتتتبت ّثالثتتتة عشتتش ألفتتٖن جستتتل٘وِب هتتبس  اتعحتتزاس التتْغٌٖ ماعحوتتتبد الةستتشٕم الحتتتٖ جتت

اتهتتتحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحتتتزاس الوْ تتتْد  لتتتٖ ُتتتزا الوجتتتبط، ّججتتتشٕ ال بدتتتث ُتتتزٍ الذساهتتتة هتتتي ختتتالط جْظ٘تتتف 

ًإشٗة اهتحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحتزاس هٌتز أى الٌإشٗتة ُتٖ أاوتش  توْت ّاظتذة لتٖ جذذٗتذ ّاتزلك  ”Trosborg“ملٖ

( 1ي: )جو٘ز الكالما ّعالّ  علٔ رلك، للذصْط علٔ الِذف هي . شاا ُزٍ الذساهتة، ٗصتْا ال بدتث هت ال٘

( 2هب ُٖ أًْاع اتهحشاج٘ج٘بت اعحزاس الحٖ جسحخذم هي ق    ْل٘ب  ٘السد علٔ خقتبة اعحتزاس الْغٌ٘تة  ّ )

ا٘ف اهحشاج٘ج٘بت اعحزاس ٗحن اهحخذاهِب هي ق    ْل٘ب  ٘السد علٔ خقبة اعحزاس الْغٌ٘ة  ّببإلظتبلة .لتٔ 

 لٖ  تك  الكتالم  ْل٘تب دصتلث هتي خقببِتبا رلك، جسحخذم ُزٍ الذساهة الوٌِت الْافٖ الٌْعٖ هٌز ال ٘بًبت

 

ّعتتالّ  علتتتٔ رلتتك، ًّح٘جتتتة لحذل٘تت  اهتتتحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحتتزاس لتتتٖ خقتتبة  ْل٘تتتب ج تت٘ي أًِتتتب هبسهتتتث 

اهحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحزاس لٖ جلةٖ خقببِبا ثن ٗحن جذذٗتذ  ْل٘تب ببهتحخذام التشلط،  تكش ّجةتذٗش الوست ّل٘ة، الْعتذ 

زلك عشض لإلاالح اٌْع هي اهحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحزاس الحٖ ٗحو  ّالص ش، هحشبب عي قلةَ تلسو٘ع، ّالحةل٘ ، ّا

، لإى ال بدث أى ًحشف أٗعب اهحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحزاس الوِ٘وٌة الحتٖ ”Trosborg“لِ٘با دحٔ، علٔ أهب  ًإشٗة 

 اهتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتحخذهث هتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتي ق تتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتت   ْل٘تتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتب ُتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتْ أى الحح ٘تتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتش عتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتي اتعحتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتتزاسا

 

ل ٘بًتبت الحجشٗ ٘تة ٗوكتي جق ٘تق ّببلحبلٖ، هي الحذل٘  الزٕ قبم لٖ خقبة  ْل٘تب، ّقتذ قتذم ال بدتث ا

ُزٍ اتهحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحزاس لٖ هخحلف الوجبتت، ّخباة الخقبةا ُّكزا، لوزٗذ هي الحفبُن دْط اهحشاج٘ج٘ة 

اعحزاس، ٗةحشح ال بدث ال بدث أخشٓ تهحخذام اب ي آخش هو  اذ٘فة أّ غ٘تشُن عتي غشٗتق جةتذٗن ًإشٗتبت 

 جحبّى اهحشاج٘ج٘ة اعحزاسا
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter discusses background of the study, research questions, objectives 

of the study, significances of the study, scope and limitation, research design, 

research instrument, data sources, data collection, data analysis, and definition of the 

key terms.  

1.1 Background of the Study 

The researcher investigates the apology strategies used by Julia Gillard in 

her speech on National Apology of “Forced Adoption”. It is conducted since 

apologies are common occurrence in everyday life, particularly in the maintenance 

of friendships or restore relationship which is broken becauses of 

misunderstanding in action or in communication. When we are communicating, 

we are sometimes producing either good lexical or bad lexical. Thus, there is a 

possibility for the existence of ambiguity, misunderstanding, miscommunication, 

and particularly the occurrence of slip up which may hurt others.  

In communication, the important parts which are needed are speakers and 

hearers. Here, despite of treatments done for creating good communication by 

speakers and hearers, it is undeniable that apology becomes one of the most 

suitable way for repairing the mistakes which are occurred during communication. 

In addition, talking about apology, speakers and hearers in this condition become 
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apologizer and recipient. The apologizer tries to produce some statements in 

various ways which is formed in apology strategy. In this case, the apology 

strategy sometimes is consciously or unconsciously known and accepted by 

recipient.   

In accordance with the apology phenomena, Blum- Kulka  andOlshtain 

(1984: 206) define apology as recognition that ‘a violation of a social norm has 

been committed’. Besides that, Goffman (1981: 109) also explains that apology is 

an attempt by a speaker to ‘transform or reposition the act of wrong doing’ from 

an ‘act that at first seems offensive into a socially acceptable one’. Here, Goofman 

(1971, as cited in Hidayati, 2005) view apologies as remedial interchanges serving 

to re-established social harmony after a real or virtual offense or in Olsten and 

Cohen terms whether the offense is real or potential (1983; 20).   

Furthermore, apology can be meant as a ‘face- saving strategy’ which is 

called for when social norms have been violated and ‘when the hearer is offended 

as stated by Trosborg (1994: 173). Additionally, Trosborg (1995) mentions many 

ways to express an apology, namely apology strategies such as expressing regret, 

giving explanation, requesting for forgiveness, and offering to repair or replace 

someone’s property.  However, among the concepts that have been presented, the 

researcher here prefers to employ Trosborg’s concept since it is more reliable, 

clearer and more systematic elaboration in detecting apology strategy.  
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Apart from that, it can be concluded that having deep understanding about 

apology strategy is the important thing since we cannot face the society by having 

less capability in creating good communication, without notifying that we exist 

either in good or bad situation. There, we are demanded to be able to create a 

situation for communication as good as possible although sometimes we have to 

deny something that we did. Hence, we must know and understand about apology 

strategy that can be applied later on in the communication.  

Knowing the importance of the use of apology strategy, the phenomena as 

stated above is also found in this subject research; that is a speech of National 

apology for forced adoption held by Julia Gillard as the Australian Prime Minister. 

In her speech, Julia conveys some statements which can be determined as her 

apology strategy such as stating the apology, rejecting statement, as well as 

providing a repairing sentence.  From taking a glance at this conference, it has 

linguistics features that are appropriate to be investigated with Apology Strategy. 

Hence, the researcher is very interested in doing analysis on Apology Strategies 

Used by Julia Gillard on National Apologyof“Forced Adoption” Speech.  

Based on that phenomenon, several studies related to apology strategies 

had been done by some researchers, for instance Riyani (2010) that researched 

about apology strategies used by the characters of Joe Wright’s Pride and 

Prejudice movie which shows the types of apology strategies used by all characters 

in that movie, including expression of apology and an acknowledgement of 

responsibility. Then, BadrulAnam (2010) has investigated on apology used in 
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Bridget Jones: The age of reason movie. Badrul’s research aims at answering the 

problem of “What and how those kinds of apology are used in Bridget Jones: The 

Edge of Reason movie.  Next, Majeed&Janjua (2014) explored apology strategies 

and gender: A pragmatic study of apology speech acts in Urdu language. They 

have been tried to study apology speech acts in Urdu with the special reference to 

the gender. How different genders express apologies in different situations, is the 

main focus of their paper.  

Another previous research is coming from Marzuki (2013) who studied 

about linguistic features in SMS (Short message service)apologies by Malay native 

speakers. Marzuki’s study sheds some light on the pragma linguistic conventions 

reflected in apologies conducted via SMS or text messages. Twenty six Malay 

native speakers responded to Written Discourse Completion Tasks (WDCT) via 

SMS. The WDCTs were categorized into two levels of offence which required the 

participants to apologize by texting their apologies. After that, Todey (2011) also 

examined about apology strategies as used by native & non- native speakers of 

English that aims to compare how native speakers of English (referred to as NS) 

and non-native speakers of English (referred to as NNS) use eight apology 

strategies in eight different situations requiring apologies in a discourse 

completion task (DCT). This study will compare the number of strategies used 

between four different groups (male NS, female NS, male NNS, and female NNS) 

and the percentage of subjects using each of the eight strategies in relation to the 

perceived severity of the offense. 
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To find out the different side of this study compared with some previous 

studies, this study focuses on the analysis of apology strategies used by Prime 

Minister Julia Gillard on National Apology which is obviously known that she was 

standing for representing the Australian Government to apologize for forced 

adoption case toward the society. Here, it is undeniable that Julia will not use the 

utterances that clearly and directly indicate her sides as the offending side. Though 

she realizes the mistake done and says sorry toward the society, she never tries to 

blame her side. She definitely uses some practices to offer the apology which 

cover her regret but still handing the hidden purpose to be not blame totally for the 

mistake.  

Therefore, through the way she conveys the apology, it is automatically 

different with the other actors when conveying the apology. Since every single has 

his own way for delivering the statement that is commonly influenced by his 

culture, his environment, his status, and another aspect which takes a part on his 

speech act. Moreover, due to the case which Julia experienced is in political area, 

we cannot doubt that speakers or apologizers commonly will make a big effort in 

covering the situation which does not appropriate with what they want. They 

convey the statement using apology strategy in ‘soft way’ that can make the 

audience can accept it unconsciously.In short, in accordance with those 

considerations, this research is worth doing.  
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1.2 Research Questions 

Based on the background of study explained above, this research then 

conducted to examine the important things which are covered by the following 

questions: 

1. What kinds of apology strategies which are used by Julia Gillard on 

National Apology speech? 

2. How apology strategies were used by Julia Gillard on National Apology 

speech? 

 

1.3 Objectivesof the Study 

In line with the research questions stated above, this research aims to find 

out the empirical data on: 

1. The types of apology strategies used by Julia Gillard on National 

Apology speech. 

2. The way on how Julia Gillard used apology strategy on National 

Apology speech. 

 

 

 

1.4 Significances of the Study   

The result of this study is expected to give some contributions in relation 

with the study of apology strategy. Since the study focuses on 
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apologystrategiesused by Julia Gillard on National Apology speech, the 

researcher believes that this research can be used for students’ direction as well 

as the background knowledge for them in deepening the understanding of 

apology strategy, especially the one which is applied in conference.  

Moreover, the researcher believes that it can also give contribution for 

lecturers, in which it can be an empirical proof that apology strategy can be 

applied in analyzing conference based on Speech Acts approach. Therefore, the 

findings will be useful to enlarge the readers’ views on apology strategy as well 

as becomes an open gate for those who are interested in doing relevant research.  

1.5 Scope and Limitation  

This research is to investigate apology strategies used by Julia Gillard on 

National Apology speech. Here, the researcher knows that there will be redundant 

texts that can be analyzed. Yet, despite of the kinds of statements which exist in 

this text, the researcher makes a scope for this analyses by using Trosborg’s 

theory. Moreover, the text used is in the form of transcript of Speech on National 

Apology for forced Adoption which was held on March 21,2013 by Australian 

Prime Minister Julia Gillard in Canberra.   

 

1.6 Definition of the Key Term  

 The researcher gives some key words in order to avoid misunderstanding 

about the meaning of the words used in this research, as the following: 
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1. Apology Strategy means the way to ask for forgiveness after we do something 

wrong. It may come in the form of rejection, minimizing the degree of 

offense, expression of apology, acknowledgment of responsibility, 

explanation or account, offer of repair, promise and forbearance, and 

expressing concern for hearer based on Trosborg’s theory.  

2. Speech Act isan utterance that has performative function in language and 

communication. 

3. Julia Gillard, a woman who was born on 29 September 1961, is a former 

Australian politician who served as the 27thPrime Minister of Australia from 

2010 to 2013. Julia Gillard is known as a leader of the Australian Labor Party 

as well as the first woman to hold either position in Australia. 

 

1.7 Research Design 

This research used descriptive qualitative method. This research used 

qualitative method because the data are in the form of words, sentences, utterances 

produced by Julia Gillard in National Apology speech. The data were not analyzed 

in statistical procedures. Moreover, the researcher tried to explain more about the 

function of each type of apology strategies used by Julia Gillard in delivering her 

speech speeches. 

In addition, this research is called descriptive because the researcher 

describes apology strategies used by Julia Gillard when conveying her conference 
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speeches. To gain more detailed description and understanding about apology 

strategies used by her, the researcher used Trosborg’s theory as the main knife to 

analyze this topic.  

1.8 Research Instrument 

In line with the research design, the instrument of this research is the 

researcher himself. As the main instrument in doing this research, the researcher 

observed the text, gathered the data, and analyzed the data by himself. He is 

investigatedthe apology strategies by having transcript of political conference 

which was done by Australian Prime Minister, Julia Gillard. 

1.9 Data and Data Sources  

In this research, the data sources are taken from the transcript of Julia Gillard 

in delivering a heartfelt and long overdue national apology conference for forced 

adoptions held on March21st, 2013 when having meeting in Canberra.  

 Meanwhile, the data of this research are words, phrases, utterance, and 

also sentences contain of apology strategies produced by her. This transcript is 

gotten from http://www.independentaustralia.net/ that provided full transcript of 

this speech.  

 

1.10 Data Collection  

To collect the data, the researcher did some steps. Firstly, as the main 

instrument of the research, the researcher looked for the transcripts of Julia 

http://www.independentaustralia.net/
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Gillard National apology Speech. Secondly, the researcher collected the data 

containing of apology strategies by reading the speech’s transcript for several 

times to get deep understanding about that speech and the meaning each 

sentence.Then,the researcher identifiedthe words, phrases, sentences and 

utterancescategorizing into 8 kinds of apology strategies based on Trosborg’s 

theory which are namely Rejection,  Minimizing the Degree of Offense, 

Acknowledgment of Responsibility, Explanation or Account , Expression of 

Apology, Offer of Repair, Promise and Forbearance, as well as Expressing 

Concern for Hearer.  

 

1.11 Data Analysis  

After collecting the data, several steps were done. The first step was that 

the researcher highlighted the transcript containing of apology strategies. The 

second step was classifying the data into eight types of apology strategies based 

on Trosborg’s theory and explaining them to answer the two questions in 

research focuses.  

The sentence was classified into rejection when the apologizer tries to 

reject or argue that the apologizer does not want to be blamed but he or she also 

blames to avoid the responsibility. The sentence was classified into Minimizing 

the degree of offense when the apologizer tries to minimize the degree of 

offense. The other is acknowledgment of responsibility, the sentence that belongs 

to this category is determined when the apologizer chooses to take the 
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responsibility by using various degrees of self-blame from low to high 

intensively. Then, explanation or account is occurred when the sentence in which 

apologizers may try to lessen the guilty by giving an explanation of the situation.  

The other is expression of apology in which an apologizer expresses his 

apology in a proper or in direct way. Offer of repair is chosen when the 

apologizer may offer to “repair” the damage that has been caused. Likewise, the 

statement which shows that the apologizer gives promises not to do the same 

mistake from the past is included in promise and forbearance, while the statement 

which shows sympathy done by apologizer belongs to expressing concern for 

hearer.  

Afterward, the researcher analyzed and explained the statements based on 

that theory. After finding the classification and explaining the strategies, the 

researcher interpreted and discussed the findings critically to comprehend the 

existence of apology strategy through the chosen sentences. Finally, the 

researcher made a conclusion from the description of the data.  
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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

 

 To support the analysis, this chapter which basically handles an important role 

will review several theories related to this research. Those are speech act theory and 

speech act apology as the supporting theories, while the preceding theory as the main 

theory is about Trosborg’stheory of apology. In addition, there are some previous 

studies which are provided to make clear and better distinction between this research 

and other researches. 

 

2.1 Speech Act 

  The theory of speech act was originally introduced by Austin in 1995. In the 

speech act, utterance could be divided into constative utterances and performative 

utterances. Constative utterances are connected in some ways with events in possible 

world in which such position can be said to be true or false. Likewise, Austin in his 

well-known work How to Do Things with Words gives rise to a new point of view on 

language especially the term of performative utterances. He argues that in using 

performative utterances, a speaker is not just saying something, but he is also doing 

something. Austin (1955:90) claimed “to say something is to do something, or in 

saying something we do something, and even by saying something we do 

something”. From that statement, all what we utter actually has a power which can 

change words, diction, and intonation into a movement. The idea is able to create the 
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movement of speech organ, then, the speech organ which produce sound of utterances 

is able to make movement of both the speaker itself and the hearer.  

 Furthermore, stated from Austin’s theory of performative utterances, Searle 

(1975) developed the speech act concept into three different names; locutionary act, 

illocutionary act, and perlocutionary act. a locutionary act is the performance of 

an utterance, and hence of a speech act (Wikipedia, 2014). This kind of speech act 

refers to surface meaning of an utterance. Justova (2006) also stated locutionaryactas 

performing an act of saying something. Meanwhile, illocutinary often meant as 

performing an act in saying something (Justova, 2006).   

According to Austin's original exposition in How to Do Things With Words 

(Austin 1975, 116f., 121, 139, as cited in Wikipedia (2014)),  an illocutionary act is 

an act (1) for the performance of which I must make it clear to some other person that 

the act is performed (Austin speaks of the 'securing of uptake'), and (2) the 

performance of which involves the production of what Austin calls 'conventional 

consequences' as, e.g., rights, commitments, or obligations. The last, a perlocutionary 

act (or perlocutionary effect) is a speech act, as viewed at the level of its 

psychological consequences, such as persuading, convincing, scaring, enlightening, 

inspiring, or otherwise getting someone to do or realize something (Wikipedia, 2014). 

In simple way, perlocutionary act meant as performing an act by saying something 

while illocutionary act is performing an act in saying something (Justova, 2006). The 

examples of locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary act below could be 

explained clearly: 
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Would you close the door, please? 

The surface form, and also the locutionary act, of this utterance is a question 

with a clear content (Close the door.) The illocutionary act conveys a request from the 

part of the speaker and the perlocutionary act expresses the speaker’s desire that the 

hearer should go and close the door. In the classification of speech acts, Searle (in 

Trosborg, 1994: 14-16) divides illocutionary acts into five kinds, namely 

representatives, directives, commisives, expresives, and declarations.  

a. Representatives  

The aim of speaker in performing representative illocutionary act is to commit him or 

herself to the belief that the propositional content of the utterance is true. The 

researcher shows some examples of representatives (blaming, admitting, informing, 

reporting, asserting, and telling). Example: How could you do such a thing ? 

(blamming) 

b. Directives  

In performing directives, the speaker tries to get the hearer to commit him or herself 

to some future course of action. Some illocutionary acts, such as suggesting, advising, 

warning, commanding, questioning, proposing, recommending, and etc. Example: If I 

were you, I would like to go to duntist. (advising)  
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c. Commissives 

There are some various degrees to some future course of action as the speaker’s 

commitment him or herself. It takes account of promising, threatening, swearing, 

accepting, committing, and etc. Example: I am on pain of something. (threatening) 

d. Expressives 

Here, the speaker wants to express the speaker’s psychological state of mind about 

some attitude prior to action or state of affairs. Thanking, apologizing, complaining, 

and requesting are examples of expressive. Example: Sorry, I am afraid there is not 

much we can do about it. (apoloizing) 

e. Declarations  

Declarations need extra institutions of linguistic for their performance. It takes a 

priest to christen a baby, a judge to sentence a defendant, etc.  

 

2.2 Speech Act of Apology  

 Based on the types of illocutionary act proposed by Searle, Apologizing is 

included in expressive category of illocutionary act.  “Expressive” is not only the 

name of illocutionary act, but also the content or the sense which comprises so as to 

be called as “expressive”. Yule said, “Expressives are those kinds of speech acts that 

state what the speaker feels (as cited in Mukhlisoh, 2013). They express 

psychological states and can be statements of pleasure, pain, likes, dislikes, joy, or 
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sorrow” (1996:53). It means that apologizing can be uttered in the response as the 

reaction of complaint. Trosborg pointed out that apologies are expressive 

illocutionary act which can be differentiated from complaint, which are also 

expressive acts, by being convivial in nature (1994: 373).  Appropriately, we have to 

know what apology first before going to the apology strategies.  

Another form of politeness strategy is apology. According to Hornby, the 

word apology is noun which has a meaning a word or statement saying sorry for 

something that has been done wrong or that causes a problem (2000: 59). In 

supporting the meaning of apology from Hornby, the researcher gives Trosborg’s 

statement, “If a person has been hurt, inconvenienced, or violated in some ways or 

other, his/ her face must be restore and apology is called for” (1994:374). These 

definitions lead the researcher to think that the only moment or event when we make 

a wrong thing we have to use apology. In other words, apology is needed whether 

someone makes mistake or not because someone deals with others who might have 

been offended by our attitudes. It is assumed that we have two kinds of apology; 

apology for solving the complaint and apology for politeness. Holmes (1990) 

explains that apologies are different from compliment. Compliment focuses on the 

addressee’s positive face wants, whereas apologies focus on face redress associated 

with face threatening acts (FTA) or offences which have damage the addressee’s face 

in some respect. For apology strategies, Brown and Levinson call it as negative 

politeness strategies.  
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 Furthermore, we need some device or tools to know or to indicate the 

characteristics of that illocutionary acts. That device is called as Illocutionary Force 

Indicating Device (IFIDs). We can use performative verb, the order of words, stress, 

and intonation. Yule pointed out, “Most of the time, however, there is no 

performative verb mentioned. Other IFIDs can be identified are word order, stress, 

and intonation” (1996:49). It is different from phonology and phonetic which the sign 

of stress and intonation are written clearly; the researcher role in this case is very 

important because by reading and feeling those written and unwritten indication, the 

researcher has to know which of the sentences or utterances that include the data 

needed and has to be understand how to analyze them.  

2.3 Apology Strategies  

 Apology strategies are the way how to get forgiveness. An apology is needed 

when someone realize that he or she done an action or has made something that 

offended another person (Goffman (1972) and Wolfson (1989)).  

 According to Trosborg (1987), an apology is an action or an utterance in 

which an apologizer can rehabilitate his or her own existence in society. There are 

eight types of apology strategies based on Trosborg. As follows:  

 

 

2.3.1 Rejection  
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 Rejection means that the apologizer tries to reject or argue that the apologizer 

does not want to be blamed but he or she also blames to avoid the responsibility. 

There are five categories of rejection categories, namely a) explicit denial of 

responsibility, isthe apologizer explicitly denies that he should be responsible for 

something that has happened. For example, “You know that I never do a thing like 

that”. b) Implicit denial responsibility is the apologizer may try to evade the 

responsibility by ignoring the complaint or talking to other topic, for example, “I 

don’t think that’s my fault.”  c) Justification means the apologizer argues in order to 

show that he cannot be blame for the inconvenient situation that happens. The 

example ofthis type is “I have told you that I will try to come to your home but I did 

not promise anything, did I?”  

Then, the other type is d)blaming someone elsewhich shows the condition of 

the apologizer trying to blame a third-party to avoid the responsibility. As the 

example of this strategy is that”It is your brother’s fault, he did not tell me about the 

message.” e)Attacking the complainer isthe strategy can happen when the apologizer 

does not have a solid defense to word the complaint. It means the apologizer will 

attack the complainer if he feels that he cannot defend himself. For example, 

“Yesterday, you said that it is okay if I use your room.” 

2.3.2 Minimizing the Degree of Offense 

In this type, the apologizer does not deny the responsibility. The apologizer 

tries to minimize the degree of offense. There are three categories of this strategy, 
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they are a)Minimizingmeans the apologizer tries to minimize the degree of offense 

by saying that the offense is not big deals, for example, “Take it easy, it’s not the end 

of the world.” b)Querying preconditionisthe apologizer may cover the complaint by 

querying precondition, for example, “Who told you that I would marry you.” The last 

c) Blaming someone else is the condition in which the apologizer tries to convince 

regard that a third part is also partly responsibility for the offense, for example, “I 

have tried to tell you, but you were always busy with your job.”  

2.3.3 Acknowledgment of Responsibility 

This type of apology strategy is that the apologizer chooses to take the 

responsibility by using various degrees of self-blame from low to high intensively. 

This category consists of six sub categories; a)Implicit acknowledgment isthe 

apologizer blames himself from something happened implicitly, for example, 

“Perhaps, I shouldn’t have done it.”b)Explicitacknowledgmentis the apologizer 

admits his mistake explicitly, for example “I will admit I forgot it.”c)Expression of 

lack of intentcan be meant as the shown expression of the apologizer thathe does not 

have any intention to cause the problems, for example, “I didn’t mean it.”  

Next, is d)Expression of self-deficiency,which means the apologizer 

expresses his own weakness or deficiency, for example, “I was so 

confused.”e)Expression of embarrassment isthe apologizer feels embarrassment for 

the offense, for example, “I feel so bad about it.” Called f)explicit acceptance of the 

blame, whenthe apologizer feels that the complainer has the right to blame him, for 

example, “You are right to blame me.”  
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2.3.4 Explanation or Account   

 This type explains that the apologizers may try to lessen the guilty by giving 

an explanation of the situation. As the other types before, this strategy also has sub 

categories as follows; a)implicitexplanationis the category that means if the 

apologizer explains the situation implicitly, for example, “Wait a minute, I’ll check 

the program.” b)Explicit explanation, as the next sub categories is The apologizer 

explains the situation explicitly, for example, “Sorry I can’t finish it on-time because 

the program broke down.”  

2.3.5 Expression of Apology  

It is used by an apologizer in expressing his apology in a proper or in direct 

way. The categories from this strategy are,a)Expression of regret. It meansthe 

apologizer uses the common from the express his regret by using some terms such as 

really terrible and so on, for example, “I am really sorry for everything, for the rude 

word I have said to you.” b)Offer of apology is used when saying sorry is not enough 

to show that a person is regretful. It also can be said that the apologizer offer an 

apology for the offense. The example of this category is “I apologize”c)Request 

forgiveness, as the last category shows that the apologizer shows that he expects 

forgiveness, for example, “Pardon me, and forgive me, please.”  

2.3.6 Offer of Repair 

In this type, the apologizer may offer to “repair” the damage that has been 

caused. Repair may be offered in its literal sense or as an offer to pay for the damage. 
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Repair coming as sub type of this category, can be meant as the situation of the 

apologizer intents to pay for the damage caused by infraction, for example, “I’ll pay 

for the damage glass.” The other is Compensation which happens when the repair is 

not possible, so the apologizer may offer the “compensation” action or tribute to the 

complainer, for example, “You can borrow my dress instead.”  

2.3.7     Promise and Forbearance 

 The apologizer gives promises not to do the same mistake from the past. 

Meanwhile, he or she promises to be better in the future, for example, “I promise to 

do much better.”  

2.3.8    Expressing Concern for Hearer  

In this type, the apologizer gives sympathy. He or she feels poor to the 

complainers’ condition, for example, “actually, I do not want it happen to you.”  

2.4 Previous Studies 

There are many researches which analyzed apology strategy toward various 

subject as mentioned in the earlier explanation. For example is Anam (2010), as the 

one of the researchers who has interest in this apology strategy area. He took a part in 

this area by having Bridget Jones’ movie entitled “the age of reason”. As the result of 

his research, he found that the characters in this movie only use apology strategy type 

1, type 2, type 4, and type 6 based on Daniela Kramer-Moore and Michael Moore’s 
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theory.  However, this conducted research was aimed only for knowing the types and 

the way of apology strategy is used. 

Riyani (2010) then had the same study on apology strategies which are used by 

the characters of Joe Wright’s Pride and Prejudice. She tried to explore hidden 

expression of apology and an acknowledgement of responsibility from them. Finally, 

she found the phenomenon of internal intensification in apologizing used by the 

upper and the middle class. From this research, the existence of the upper and the 

middle class handle the existence of the different way in using apology strategy. The 

best thing that we can take from this research is that the hidden expression which 

came from the phenomenon of internal intensification can be revealed. It is such a 

great result since the phenomenon of apology strategy was not only investigated 

through common aspect, but also it can be analyzed from deeper aspect like that 

internal intensification.  

The next is Marzuki who worked on SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL of Malay 

native speaker as the media in analyzing linguistics feature when using apology 

strategy. This study more concerns with pragma linguistics conventions which are 

reflected in apologies conducted via SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL or text messages. The 

result she got showing that there were 3 significant variations in the SENIOR HIGH 

SCHOOL linguistics features used by Malay native speakers while texting in order to 

apologize using their first language, Malay, and second language, English.  

Moreover, from the investigation we can understand that when the participant stated 
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their apologies they cannot be separated with the role of their first language which 

contributes the difference appears among the selection of textual. 

In addition, a study about apology strategy and gender also conducted by 

Majeed and Janjua (2014) who analyzed a pragmatic study of apology speech acts in 

Urdu language. In conducting the research, they study apology speech acts in Urdu 

with the existence of different gender in various situation. By giving a questionnaire, 

Majeed and Janjua successfully revealed that girls seemed to be more conscious 

about their face wants and they used less dangerous strategies even with their friends 

and siblings more than the boys. In contrast, when they are in formal condition, both 

girls and boys adopted similar types of apology strategy.  

Then, taking about the apology strategies as used by native & non-native 

speakers of English is another study in this area which had been conducted by Todey 

(2011). He compared the way native speaker and non-native speaker of English use 

apology strategies through a discourse completion task. In this research, although 

knowing that the further research in the area of speech act specially area of 

expressives and apologies are the important goal, the researcher finally also found the 

relationship between linguistics and language acquisition that can affect the use of 

apology strategy. Yet, the use of completion task for collecting the data is quite 

difficult to be applied when we are trying to analysis the utterances we used in 

communication since we have to be more selective about where the data comes from 

and how it occurs.  
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Lastly, in accordance with the previous discussion, there are many researchers 

who have conducted the research on the same field, yet they have different subjects 

and theories. Some of them conducted the research on speech act, movie, SENIOR 

HIGH SCHOOL and so on. However, in this research I took a press conference on 

National Apology held by Julia Gillard, an Australia Prime Minister. It is clearly has 

a big distinction of area and result among those research.  Therefore, the researcher 

wants to comprehend it more detailed and it is hoped to be worth doing. 
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CHAPTER III 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter discusses the analysis of the data done in line with the 

formulated research questions. It consists of two parts; research findings and 

discussion. 

 

3.1 Research Finding 

 

This section presents the analysis of apology strategy that was taken from 

Julia’s press conference. Julia delivered her press conference in front of Australian 

people in the National Apology for forced adoption forum. As the data, the 

utterances of her were analyzed descriptively based on apology strategy theory 

proposed in the previous chapter. Finally, the result showed there were 21 selected 

data which were determined as the utterances consisting of apology strategies 

found in Julia’s press conference. Those utterances then were classified according 

to its type as the following table.  
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Table 1. The Classification of Apology Strategies  

Category Function as Utterances 

Rejection 

Explicit denial of responsibility 1 

Implicit denial of responsibility  

Justification 1 

Blaming someone else  1 

Attacking the complainer   

Acknowledgment of 

Responsibility 

Implicit acknowledgment  2 

Explicit acknowledgment 1 

Expression of lack of intent   

Expression of self-deficiency   

Expression of embarrassment  1 

Explicit acceptance of the blame   

Expression of Apology 

Expression of regret  5 

Offer of apology  2 

Request forgiveness   

Promise and Forbearance 1 

Expressing concern for the Hearer 1 

Minimizing the Degree of 

Offense 

Minimizing  1 

Querying precondition   

Blaming someone else   

Offer of Repair 
Repair 2 

Compensation  2 

Explanation or Account 
Implicit explanation   

Explicit explanation   

 

From the table above, it can be known at glance that the type of apology 

strategies which are used by Julia in her speech are in the category of Rejection, 

acknowledgement of responsibility, expression of apology, promise and 

forbearance, expressing concern for the hearer, minimizing the degree of offense, 
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offer of repair. To make the result of Apology Strategy analysis which was gotten in 

Julia’s speech clear, here, the researcher provided some elaboration about it. 

3.1.1 Rejection 

 Herewith rejection means that the apologizer tries to reject or argue that the 

apologizer does not want to be blamed but he or she also blames to avoid the 

responsibility. The following is the detail data.  

a. Implicit Denial Responsibility 

 Implicit denial responsibility happens when the apologizer implicitly denies 

or may try to evade the responsibility by ignoring the complaint or talking to other 

topic for an action that has happened. There is a data which are found in this section, 

as follows: 

Datum 1 

“For a country, just as for a person, it takes a lot courage to say we are 

sorry. We don’t like to admit we were mistaken or misguided.” 

  

From the sentence of Prime Minister Julia’s speech transcript, Prime Minister Julia 

states that they are really sorry for the problem which they are facing. The apologizer 

(Prime Minister. Julia) who represents Australian Government tries to make an 

apology to the society, in this case the mother and families who are sacrificed for 

forced adoptions, but they don’t like to admit to be mistaken or misguided too. 

In a glance from the statement, the researcher can conclude that Julia tries to 

evade the responsibility about what has done. It is shown from the statement “it takes 

a lot courage to say we are sorry. We don’t like to admit we were mistaken or 

misguided”. From those sentences, we are able to know that actually it was too 
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heavy for her to say sorry in front of them. It takes a great braveness for forcing 

herself to do it. Since she and the government think that it was not their fault.  

Thus, based on that sentence, the researcher can classify that sentences belong 

to implicit denial responsibility. Based on the definition above, implicit denial 

responsibility has purpose that the apologizer tries to evade responsible from 

something that has been happened. 

b. Justification 

 Justification is a strategy which is used by the apologizer to show that he 

cannot be blamed for the inconvenient situation that happens. There are some data 

which are explained by the researcher, as follow:   

Datum 2 

“And, by speaking truth to power, brought about the Apology we offer 

today.This story had its beginnings in a wrongful belief that women could 

be separated from their babies and it would all be for the best. Instead these 

churches and charities, families, medical staff and bureaucrats struck at the 

most primal and sacred bond there is — the bond between a mother and her 

baby.” 

 In this part of Prime Minister Julia’s speech transcript, Prime Minister Julia 

tries to offer an apology by saying the truth of forced adoption accident.  Government 

also tries to give a justification about that action which occurs on one of the best 

countries in the world. Even, that accident actually should not happen in Australia 

which is known as a great nation.  

From those sentences above, the researcher concluded that the government 

didn’t want to be blame for all these action. Because of that belief which followed by 

Australian, that action (forced adoption) started. In this case, government argues that 
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forced adoption did because of wrong belief. This is emphasized from sentences that 

stated “this story beginning in wrong belief that woman could be separated from 

their babies and it would all be the for the best”. From that statement above, the 

researcher concludes that the statement belongs to justification, since according to 

Tosborg justification is one of apology statements. 

c. Blaming someone else 

 In this part of blaming someone else, it is used by the apologizer to blame a 

third-party to avoid the responsibility. There is a data which is deliberated by the 

Researcher, as the explanation below:   

Datum 3 

“Sometimes consent was achieved by forgery or fraud. Sometimes women 

signed adoption papers while under the influence of medication. Most 

common of all was the bullying arrogance of a society that presumed to 

know what was best.” 

On this part of Prime Minister Julia transcript, Prime Minister Julia as a 

representative of government admits that what they do is not totally wrong. Accidents 

of sign adoption papers are not what government wanted. Because the governments 

offer a forced adoption is on under pressure of arrogance society bullying. In other 

word, the Government applies the rule in order to apply the tradition that has been 

existed. Therefore, Prime Minister Julia wants to blame third-party for the 

responsibility of what government did which is known as the arrogance of society 

bullying.  
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In short, from the sentence “Most common of all was the bullying 

arrogance of a society that presumed to know what was best”, the researcher can 

conclude that the government tries to avoid their responsibility of action that have 

already done into third-party’s responsibility (arrogance of society bullying). And 

based on Trosborg’s theory, that sentence is kind of apology strategies and included 

in “blaming someone else type”. Also, the reason why government states that 

utterance is to avoid responsibility from action which had already done by 

government. 

3.1.2 Acknowledgment of Responsibility 

 Based on the Trosborg’s theory this type, This type of apology strategy is that 

the apologizer chooses to take the responsibility by using various degrees of self-

blame from low to high intensively. The following ios the detail data. 

a. Explicit acknowledgement 

 This strategy is used by the apologizer to admit his mistake explicitly.  

There are two data which are discussed in this section, they are:   

Datum 4 

“We acknowledge the profound effects of these policies and practices on 

fathers. And we recognize the hurt these actions caused to brothers and 

sisters, grandparents, partners and extended family members” 

By starting her press conference using those utterances, it can be stated that 

Julia directly and clearly conveys what has done by government toward Australian 

people is wrong. Related to the policies and practices given, the government did 

something that caused the whole part of Australian got hurt. Here, Julia as the 
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representatives of Australian Government tries to admit the mistake of them which 

was seen through its effect. 

Based on the first sentence above, “We acknowledge the profound effects of 

these policies and practices on fathers,” the researcher can classify it as explicit 

acknowledgment in which the apologizer admits that she already did mistake 

explicitly without using any sentence to hide it. Although in that sentences, Julia 

uses the word “father” to represent the name of government who handles a big 

responsibility for the mistake done.  

Datum 5 

“We say sorry to you, the mothers who were denied knowledge of your 

rights, which meant you could not provide informed consent. You were 

given false assurances. You were forced to endure the coercion and brutality 

of practices that were unethical, dishonest and in many cases illegal.” 

 

As what stated above, Julia tries to convey that she is really sorry to the 

mothers whose right was taken away by force and their insurance was fake. Julia feels 

so sad knowing the impact of what she did, related to the false promise given, 

dishonesty and illegal things that had done in the government. Thus, Julia in that 

occasion states sorry to them. 

For getting her purpose, she reveals it by the sentence “We say sorry to you, 

the mothers who were denied knowledge of your rights, which meant you could 

not provide informed consent.”From those utterances, the researcher argues that it 

is a form of admission. Here, Julia states explicitly that she says sorry. So that, from 
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what exists there, the researcher concludes that those sentences above belongs to 

explicit acknowledgement based on Trosborg’s theory.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

b. Implicit acknowledgement 

Implicit acknowledgement is the condition in which the apologizer tries to impute or 

putting in the wrong position of him from something occurred implicitly. 

Datum 6 

“We recognize that the consequences of forced adoption practices continue 

to resonate through many, many lives. To you, the siblings, grandparents, 

partners and other family members who have shared in the pain and suffering 

of your loved ones or who were unable to share their lives, we say sorry.” 

The action to confess the fault directly and clearly is not as easy as what 

people think. People sometimes convey the admission implicitly as Julia did in the 

forum. By stating “We recognize that the consequences of forced adoption 

practices continue to resonate through many, many lives”, she actually knows the 

impact of forced adoption and that impact causes suffered for the victims. Therefore, 

from that statement, Julia has already admitted the responsibility but in implicit way.  

c. Expression of Embarrassment 

It is a kind of conditions in whichthe apologizer feels embarrassment for the offense. 

Datum 7 

“Holding the mirror to ourselves and our past, and not flinching from what 

we see. What we see in that mirror is deeply shameful and distressing.” 
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Facing the situation in which many victims feel suffered for what have done, 

many protests that are conveyed, many sadness which appear in the society make the 

government cannot face them in bright smile anymore. Looking at the past and the 

present condition adds the regret value for the government. Hence, for what the 

government did, it makes them looks like holding a heavy responsibility which is 

clearly failed. 

 The illustration that the government cannot successfully protect and make the 

society happy, make the government feels guilty and failed. Therefore, those feeling 

are seen by the words “What we see in that mirror is deeply shameful and 

distressing”. In short, the sentence above uttered for representing the expression of 

embarrassment that is experienced by the government.   

3.1.3 Expression of Apology 

 This type of apology strategy is that the apologizer chooses to take the 

responsibility by using various degrees of self-blame from low to high intensively. 

The following is the detail data. 

a. Expression of Regret 

Using the form of regret statement, it indicates that the apologizer has feeling 

remorse. Here, there are five data which are discussed in this part. 
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Datum 8 

“We deplore the shameful practices that denied you, the mothers, your 

fundamental rights and responsibilities to love and care for your children. 

You were not legally or socially acknowledged as their mothers. And you 

were yourselves deprived of care and support.To you, the mothers who were 

betrayed by a system that gave you no choice and subjected you to 

manipulation, mistreatment and malpractice, we apologize.” 

The next statement comes after some previous data, Julia continued her 

apologizes by showing that she is really embarrassed toward what she did. She knows 

that she was not supposed to do it since it has a big negative impact which makes 

someone’s right was broken.  

That analysis is supported by the words “deplore the shameful practices” 

which reveals that the apologizer regret for what she did. Moreover, she ends her 

utterances by stating “we apologize” to emphasize that she feels sorry and sad for the 

mistake. Hence, we can highlight that those sentences is considered as expression of 

regret.  

Datum 9 

“We know you have suffered enduring effects from these practices forced 

upon you by others. For the loss, the grief, the disempowerment, the 

stigmatization and the guilt, we say sorry. To each of you who were adopted 

or removed, who were led to believe your mother had rejected you and who 

were denied the opportunity to grow up with your family and community of 

origin and to connect with your culture, we say sorry.” 

On the utterances of Prime Minister Julia (as a representative of Australian 

Government) above, Government wants to apologize to all of the victims of forced 

adoptions accidents. The intense of apologizing can be represented on sentence which 
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states“For the loss, the grief, the disempowerment, the stigmatization and the 

guilt, we say sorry”.From that explanation above government stated their regret 

clearly. 

The researcher can categorize the utterance “For the loss, the grief, the 

disempowerment, the stigmatization and the guilt, we say sorry”as apology 

strategies, which is especially categorized on expression of regret. Since expression 

of regret applied when the apologizer uses the common from the express his regret by 

using some terms such as really terrible and so on.  

In addition, the researcher categorized the words“For the loss, the grief, the 

disempowerment, the stigmatization and the guilt, we say sorry” as expression of 

regret is because the government has already known what have already happen to the 

victims, and consequently they say sorry. Thus, the government really wants the 

victim to accept the regrets and forgives all of the faults.  

Datum 10  

“To you, the fathers, who were excluded from the lives of your children and 

deprived of the dignity of recognition on your children's birth records, we say 

sorry. We acknowledge your loss and grief.” 

The utterances of Prime Minister Julia above, explains that the government 

apologizes to the victims for forced adoptions through making statement that shows 

they regret about that accidents. Government shows their regret from “we 

acknowledge your loss and grief” which means that government knows what the 

victims feels, such as: loss and grief.  
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The researcher also categorizes the utterance“We acknowledge your loss 

and grief.” as expression of regret which particularly one of “expression of apology” 

based on Trosborg’s theory.It aimswhen the apologizer uses the common from the 

express his regret by using some terms such as really terrible and so on. This is the 

reason why this utterance categorized as an expression of regret since the government 

acknowledges clearly of feeling loss and grief which is felt by the victims. 

Furthermore, the government delivers the utterance “We acknowledge your 

loss and grief.” to the victims which is hurt by that accident. Prime Minister Julia 

before states that utterance also states“we are sorry”. It means that Prime Minister 

Julia (as a representative of Government) wants to show the deeply regret for forced 

adoption victims. And from that utterance government wants to show their empathy 

to the victims and makes they know that the government also feels the same. 

Therefore, the utterance which stated by Prime Minister Julia is belongs to the 

expression of regret. 

Datum 11 

“Many are still grieving. Some families will be lost to one another forever. To 

those of you who face the difficulties of reconnecting with family and 

establishing on-going relationships, we say sorry.” 

Stating the impact that exists because of forced adoption firstly, Julia then 

specifies her utterances to the society who get bad treatment of that forced adoption. 

Julia then states the utterances above while giving a stress on the sentence “To those 

of you who face the difficulties of reconnecting with family and establishing on-
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going relationships, we say sorry.” From that sentence and knowing that the impact 

which the victims get is so hard, she says truly sorry to the victims there.  

Furthermore, from the sentence above the researcher categorizes the utteranceas 

the expression of regret which particularly one of “expression of apology” based on 

Trosborg’s theory. Since Julia feels so regretful and she is very empathy toward the 

condition of the victims. The use of regret expression above is proved by the blocked 

sentence.  Then the blocked sentence is supported by the preceding sentence which 

reveals the meaning of regret.  

Hence, the constructed meaning which delivered by Julia is that she wants to 

show their regret to the victims especially to difficulties of reconnecting and 

reestablishing relationship. Government who is represented by Julia also says sorry 

about that difficulties and separating between families and their children. Therefore, 

from those aspects, the researcher makes a conclusion that this datum is considered as 

the expression of regret.  

Datum 12 

“My fellow Australians, No collection of words alone can undo all this 

damage. Or make whole the lives and families fractured by forced adoption. 

Or give back childhoods that were robbed of joy and laughter. Or make 

amends for the Birthdays and Christmases and Mother's or Father's Days that 

only brought a fresh wave of grief and loss. But by saying sorry we can 

correct the historical record” 

Looking at the utterance above, it explains that government apologizes to the 

victims for forced adoptions which make they regret about that accident. Government 

shows their regret from theutterance “But by saying sorry we can correct the 
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historical record”. That utterancereveals a meaning that government wants to show 

their regret and they want to change as well as correct what have already happened.  

Furthermore, delivering to the one who is hurt, Julia conveys the utterance 

“But by saying sorry we can correct the historical record”preceding the utterance 

“No collection of words alone can undo all this damage” which means that Prime 

Minister Julia (as a representative of Government) knows that what she had done 

cannot heal the damage of the forced adoption itself. And from that utterance,Julia 

wants to show Governments’ regret to the victims and though she knows that she can 

do nothing, she still tries to say sorry to heal that and shows the regret.  

In short, through the sentence above and based on Trosborg’s theory, the 

researcher is able to make a conclusion that it is a form of regret expression. It is 

chosen since Julia acknowledges clearly that she wants to show their regret for the 

accident. Also, the condition in which the apologizer may use the common form for 

expressing the regret through some terms such as really terrible as so on, which 

characterizes the expression of regret is found in that case.  

b. Offer apology 

Offer of apology is a strategy usually used when saying sorry is not enough to 

show that a person is regretful. There are two data which are explained in this part, as 

follow: 

 

Datum 13 
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“We apologize to the sons and daughters who grew up not knowing how 

much you were wanted and loved.” 

 

The special thing that exists in this utterance is on the target of speech. 

Different with the previous data, this is specially conveyed to the main object of this 

forced adoption that is a son or daughter. Here, Julia states her speech with deeply 

apologize feeling to the victims. Those apology utterances are addressed by Julia to 

make an offer of apology about forced adoption. 

Furthermore, by saying “We apologize to the sons and daughters who grew 

up not knowing how much you were wanted and loved” Prime Minister Julia 

wants to show her offer of apology with the explanation that shows if Julia is able to 

know what the victims feel for what had occurred. Here, Julia tries to make her in the 

position of the victims, where she also feels what actually the victims feel. So that, 

from the feeling that she found, she begs a sorry to represent the Government for the 

disappointed, sad as well as buried feeling the victims have.  

In the last, from the sentence which is found by researcher “We apologize to 

the sons and daughters who grew up not knowing how much you were wanted 

and loved” categorizes this sentence into apology strategies. There are several kinds 

of Apology strategies, and this sentence “We apologize to the sons and daughters 

who grew up not knowing how much you were wanted and loved” is classified in 

the part of expression of apology particularly in the part of “offer of apology”. It used 

when saying sorry is not enough to show that person is regretful. In other word, it 

also can be said that apologizer offer an apology for an offense. 
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Datum 14 

“We offer this apology in the hope that it will assist your healing and in 

order to shine a light on a dark period of our nation's history.” 

 

The utterances above are spoken by Prime Minister Julia to the victims in a 

speech which is conducted on 21 March 2013. Julia state on her speech with deeply 

apologizing addressed to the victims. Those apology utterances are used by Julia to 

make offer of apology about forced adoption with purpose can heal the feeling of 

suffered and make revolutionary from dark period of Australia itself. 

By delivering speech above, Julia wants that this apology speech can help to 

heal the feeling of loss of mothers and sons. Also, this speech can start the 

revolutionary on her country (Australia). From that action, we can know that Julia 

tends to show her offer of apology with an action which may be able to repair the 

condition as well as to heal the feeling.  

Thus, laid on the reason above, the bold sentence found by researcher here,“We 

offer this apology in the hope that it will assist your healing and in order to shine a 

light on a dark period of our nation's history”, can becategorized into apology 

strategies. This sentence is then classified in the part of expression of apology 

especially “offer of apology”.  

3.1.4 Promise and Forbearance 
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In this category, the apologizer gives promises not to do the same mistake 

from the past. Meanwhile, he or she promises to be better in the future. For this 

section, there is only one datum which will be discussed. 

Datum 15 

“We can declare that these mothers did nothing wrong. That you loved your 

children and you always will. And to the children of forced adoption, we can 

say that you deserved so much better. You deserved the chance to know, and 

love, your mother and father. We can promise you all that no generation of 

Australians will suffer the same pain and trauma that you did. The cruel, 

immoral practice of forced adoption will have no place in this land anymore.” 

  

Based on Julia’s speech transcript above, it can be concluded that she 

promises that no one of generation of Australians will suffer and trauma on the same 

pain. Julia also promises that the cruel and practices of dark period (forced adoption) 

will have no place in Australia anymore. Julia as a representative tries to make a 

promise of their policies and also change the policies about forced adoption. The 

form of promise itself can be known through the sentence which precedes the bold 

sentence above. 

Besides, the bold utterances which stated by Julia here,“We can promise you 

all that no generation of Australians will suffer the same pain and trauma that 

you did” can beclassified as apology strategies which is in the part of promise and 

forbearance. Promise and forbearance aims when the apologizer gives promise not to 

do the same mistake on past. Meanwhile, apologizer promise to not to do the same 

for the better in the future. It means that the sentences “We can promise you all that 

no generation of Australians will suffer the same pain and trauma that you did” 
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purposes that the apologizer promise not to do same mistakes in the future for the 

best future. 

 

 

3.1.5 Expressing Concern for Hearer 

In this type, the apologizer delivers sympathy. Meanwhile, he or she feels 

poor to the complainers’ condition. The discussion below shows a use of expressing 

concern for hearer which is found in the data.  

Datum 16 

“Margaret Nonas was told she was selfish. Linda Ngata was told she was too 

young and would be a bad mother. Some mothers returned home to be 

ostracised and judged. And despite all the coercion, many mothers were 

haunted by guilt for having given away' their child. Guilt because in the 

words of Louise Greenup, they did not “buck the system or fight”.The hurt 

did not simply last for a few days or weeks. This was a wound that would not 

heal.” 

 Looking at the speech transcript above, Prime Minister Julia as a 

representative from government is feeling concern to their victims of forced 

adoptions. From the statement itself, we also know from that utterance which reveals 

the feeling of the mother whom being a victim of this forced adoption practice. As a 

woman as well, Prime Minister Julia is able to know the true feeling of the mother, in 

spite of the various background which becomes the reason in doing forced adoption.  

Therefore, by delivering the utterances “The hurt did not simply last for a 

few days or weeks. This was a wound that would not heal”, government feels 
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empathy and sympathy to their victims. Government tries to feel what they feel, and 

government tries to understand that the feeling of lost cannot be healing on a few 

days. 

From the sentence above, the researcher can classify it as apology strategy 

which belongs to the part of expressing concern for hearer. Since the use of 

expressing concern for hearer happens when the apologizer giving a sympathy for the 

hearer by the accident which is already happened. Meanwhile, the government knows 

that this speech couldn’t heal for the accident, and this hurt is not simply loss on few 

days. This is the reasons why researcher categorized this utterance to expression 

concern for hearer which has a function that apologizer feels concern and sympathy 

to the hearer. 

3.1.6 Minimizing the degree of offense 

 In this type, the apologizer does not deny the responsibility. The apologizer 

tries to minimize the degree of offense. The following is the detail data. 

  

a. Minimizing  

Minimizing here means the apologizer tries to minimize the degree of offense 

by saying that the offense is not big deals. There is one datum which is discussed in 

this part, and the discussion is below 

Datum 17 
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“A story of suffering and unbearable loss, but ultimately a story of strength, 

as those affected by forced adoptions found their voice. Organized and 

shared their experiences.” 

 

Through the sentence which stated in Prime Minister Julia’ speech transcript, 

it seems that Prime Minister Julia tries to resolve this problem, forced adoption, by 

saying speech in front of the victims. In this forum, Prime Minister Julia wants to 

convey that a forced adoption is not merely suffered story, yet it gives another good 

impact. Through the sadness that the victims have, in the contrary it indirectly forces 

them to encourage and make them convey their feeling in front of people.  

As what exists in the blocked sentence above, “A story of suffering and 

unbearable loss, but ultimately a story of strength, as those affected by forced 

adoptions found their voice”, it proves that the society can get positive side of the 

forced adoption practice. Here, Julia not only delivering sorry toward the victims, she 

also gives such a self-defense for what have done. It shows that the forced adoption is 

not totally bad since it succeed to make the mother and whoever who, get effect of 

forced adoption gather and share their experience. They also may find their braveness 

to reveal their opinion in public.   

Hence, from those aspects, the researcher classifies that sentence as 

minimizing type of apology strategy, since apologizer tries to minimize the degree of 

offense by saying that the offense is not big deals. And that way is applied by Julia in 

delivering her speech.  
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3.1.7 Offer of repair 

a. Repair 

As one of type in “offer of repair” strategy, this type is done when the 

apologizer wants to pay for the damage occurred as the effect by violation which is 

done by the apologizer. In this type, there are 2 data which are found and discussed as 

follow.  

Datum 18 

“We resolve, as a nation, to do all in our power to make sure these practices 

are never repeated. In facing future challenges, we will remember the lessons 

of family separation. Our focus will be on protecting the fundamental rights 

of children and on the importance of the child's right to know and be cared 

for by his or her parents.” 

Based on the sentences above, the government tries to keep in mind the 

problem that is caused by forced adoption. The government has got the lesson from 

that problem and later it will be a reminder to not do it anymore as well as to not 

repeat the same mistake. And after stating that sentences, Julia gives the emphasizing 

on the following sentence “Our focus will be on protecting the fundamental rights 

of children and on the importance of the child's right to know and be cared for 

by his or her parents.” 

From that sentence, it shows the effort of repair done by the government. The 

government is eager to have a harmonic relation with the society, especially to the 

victims of this forced adoption. For realizing that hope, the government firstly will 

focus on protecting the right of children and tries to fulfill the children needs as the 

repair action of this problem. In short, through some features that are found in the 
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sentences provided above, the researcher considers it as apology strategy in the type 

of “repair”.   

Datum 19 

“We also pledge resources to match today’s words with actions.” 

 

As like the previous datum, this datum is a continuation statement from the previous 

data. Therefore, since the previous datum conveys the desire of government who 

wants to repair the condition by the action which is able to pay the damage before, 

this sentence is clearly and simply showing that meaning as well.  

That is supported by the word “pledge resources to match today’s words with 

actions” in which gives the understanding that government showing the emphasizing 

on what they will do. And it truly will be done by the real action from them. Thus, 

this sentence also may be considered as the apology strategy in the type of “repair”.   

b. Compensation 

Compensation here means as a tool used when the apologizer thinks that 

repair is impossible for being applied. Hence, the apologizer may offer the 

compensation action or such a respectful action to the complainer. 

Datum 20 

“To redress the shameful mistakes of the past, we are committed to ensuring 

that all those affected get the help they need, including access to specialist 

counseling services and support, the ability to find the truth in freely 

available records and assistance in reconnecting with lost family.” 
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Here, it is clearly seen that the government wants to make an agreement to the 

victims particularly and to the society generally, for what government did in the past. 

The government states clearly such a list of action that will be done for compensation 

given. This is shown as like these utterances, “we are committed to ensuring that 

all those affected get the help they need, including access to specialist counseling 

services and support, the ability to find the truth in freely available records and 

assistance in reconnecting with lost family.” 

Therefore, from those sentences, it is obviously claimed that the government 

does an apology strategy in type of “compensation” since the features are similar to 

the compensation itself and also the government does such a respectful action to the 

complainer. 

Datum 21 

“We will provide $5 million to improve access to specialist support and 

records tracing for those affected by forced adoptions. And we will work with 

the states and territories to improve these services. The Government will also 

deliver $5 million so that mental health professionals can better assist in 

caring for those affected by forced adoption. We will also provide $1.5 

million for the National Archives to record the experiences of those affected 

by forced adoption through a special exhibition.” 

 

From the whole sentences of datum 21, clearly indicates that it is a form of 

compensation which belongs to the apology strategy did by the government. It is 

simply stated that all those actions are the form of regret and desire to repair the 

condition caused by forced adoption. The government here thinks that repair is not 
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enough to do for the victims, since the effect is too big for make the society feel 

suffered. Hence, the government also gives this compensation toward the victims.  

3.2 Discussion 

This part will extend the analysis of the finding in the previous part. From the 

finding above, there are 21 data which are found by the researcher. Those data 

belongs to Prime Minister Julia Gillard statement which uses some type of apology 

strategy, and the rest of Julia’s statements are not using apology strategy.  

The types of apology strategy which are used by Julia in her speech includes 

Rejection (Implicit denial of responsibility, justification, and blaming someone else); 

Acknowledgement of responsibility (explicit acknowledgement, implicit 

acknowledgement, and expression of embarrassment); Expression of apology 

(expression of regret and offer of apology); promise and forbearance, expressing 

concern for the hearer, minimizing, as well as offer of repair (repair and 

compensation).  

The presented data above explains that as long as delivering her speech in her 

press conference apology, Julia Gillard used some types of apology strategy in order 

to make the society believe that Julia regrets for what she did. Julia tried to portray 

herself that she had realized the mistakes she did causes the sufferings toward society. 

Also, she wanted to make sure the society that she would change either her bad 

treatment and behavior or her policies to be better than before.  
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For showing that intended meaning, Julia employed the acknowledgement of 

responsibility, expression of apology, expressing concern for hearer, promise and 

forbearance as well as offer of repair. The example of the use of the 

acknowledgement of responsibility by Julia is that “We acknowledge the profound 

effects of these policies and practices on fathers”. She used that sentence to reveal 

that she admits clearly her action which caused bad effect toward the society. Then, 

by arguing that confessing the responsibility is not enough to make the society 

believed in her, Julia also used the expression of apology, such as “For the loss, the 

grief, the disempowerment, the stigmatization and the guilt, we say sorry”.  

She also emphasized her willingness to say sorry by applying the expression 

concern for hearer likes “The hurt did not simply last for a few days or weeks. This 

was a wound that would not heal.”Here, Julia started to grab the empathy from the 

society by showing her sympathy toward them.  The use of promise and forbearance 

also existed to emphasize the effort of Julia in saying sorry. It is illustrated through 

the sentence “We can promise you all that no generation of Australians will suffer 

the same pain and trauma that you did.” 

Furthermore, Julia also provided the offer of repair to make sure the society that 

Julia was really sorry for the fault. The examples of the sentence that is used by Julia 

for showing the offer of repair are that “Our focus will be on protecting the 

fundamental rights of children and on the importance of the child's right to know 

and be cared for by his or her parents.” And”we are committed to ensuring that all 

those affected get the help they need, including access to specialist counseling 
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services and support, the ability to find the truth in freely available records and 

assistance in reconnecting with lost family.” 

Those two examples above illustrating the use of apology strategy in the type of 

repair offer. The first example is represented the repair type which is done by Julia to 

pay for the damage occurred as the effect by violation. Besides, the second example 

is coming from the compensation type which is meant to give such a respectful action 

to the victim when the repair is argued to be not enough for paying the damage.  

In contrast with the previous types which indicate the effort for admitting the 

fault and saying sorry, there is another type that is used for giving a short clarification 

for the action. Those types are sometimes used to protect and give self-defense in 

which implies that the position of the government is not to be underestimated as well 

as still in high position among the level of society. The use of those types are 

represented through these following sentences, “And, by speaking truth to power, 

brought about the Apology we offer today.This story had its beginnings in a 

wrongful belief that women could be separated from their babies and it would all be 

for the best.” That belongs to justification type in which Julia showed that she cannot 

be blamed for the whole action done.  

Another example is blaming someone else, which is shown by the sentence 

“Most common of all was the bullying arrogance of a society that presumed to 

know what was best.” Then, as the last type is minimizing which is done to decrease 

the degree of offense. This type is represented by the words “A story of suffering and 
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unbearable loss, but ultimately a story of strength, as those affected by forced 

adoptions found their voice.” 

Additionally, from those various types of apology strategy used by Julia Gillard 

in her press conference, the dominant apology strategy that had employed is that the 

expression of apology. The data which are found and considered as the dominant 

strategy are the expression of apology with the number of data is 7 data. Hence, 

through the dominant strategy used by Julia, the researcher can conclude that Julia 

tried to show her remorse to the society and portray herself that she had realized the 

fault. Therefore, she said sorry humbly and truly from her deep heart.  
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CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

This chapter provides the conclusion of findings and discussion as well as 

suggestion for further research in this area.  

4.1 Conclusion 

Based on the research findings and discussion provided above, the researcher 

may propose some conclusion. Firstly, in delivering the utterance for apologizing, 

Prime Minister Julia Gillard adopted the apology strategies (to show the effort in 

rehabilitating the relation by apologizing), which consists of confession and rejection. 

The confession category includes Acknowledgement of responsibility (explicit 

acknowledgement, implicit acknowledgement, and expression of embarrassment); 

Expression of apology (expression of regret and offer of apology); promise and 

forbearance, expressing concern for the hearer, also offer of repair (repair and 

compensation).  On the other hand, the utterances that represent rejection categories 

include Rejection (Implicit denial of responsibility, justification, and blaming 

someone else minimizing.  

Furthermore, looking at the way of delivering an apologize, Prime Minister 

Julia Gillard here often employed the expression of apology in order to attract the 

audience the sympathy of them, thus the audience can forgive Julia Gillard. 

Moreover, in choosing the expression of apology among the other apology strategies, 
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Julia might be able to get an influence from her culture, which focuses on honesty, 

kindness, and openness toward the mistake done.  

The result of this study is expected to give some contributions in relation with 

the study of apology strategy. Since the study focuses on apology strategies used by 

Julia Gillard on National Apology speech, the researcher believes that this research 

can be used for students’ direction as well as the background knowledge for them in 

deepening the understanding of apology strategy, especially the one which is applied 

in conference.  

Moreover, the researcher believes that it can also give contribution for lecturers, 

in which it can be an empirical proof that apology strategy can be applied in 

analyzing conference based on Speech Acts approach. Therefore, the findings will be 

useful to enlarge the readers’ views on apology strategy as well as becomes an open 

gate for those who are interested in doing relevant research. 

Finally, based in the research findings although the whole utterances seem to 

support and illustrate an apology toward the society, the researcher believes that in 

adopting the apology strategies in her press conference, Julia is not completely 

neutral in her position.  She might incline to the government group for getting the 

forgiveness from the society. Therefore, it can be concluded that she mostly uses 

statements and explanations for this purpose.  
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4.2 Suggestion  

This study shows the need for further research in the area of speech acts and 

particularly in the area of expressive and apologies. Therefore, for the next 

researchers or the students who want to conduct a research in Apology strategies are 

suggested to use the other object, in order to explore more the material about Apology 

strategies.  

Besides, the researcher suggests to use the collaboration between two different 

theories in analyzing a discourse, for instance Goffman’s theory (1971) and 

Trosborg’s (1995) in order to get comprehensive discussion, because it is not only 

discuss about the content of the text but also its texture, so it will give different 

results and enlarge the discussion about the topic as well.  

Lastly, for the reader of the press conference of apology or others which 

implied the apologize purpose, are suggested to be more careful in taking the 

conclusion, since the differences of conveying apology strategies that exist determine 

the intended purpose that the apologizer has.  
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National Apology for Forced Adoptions  

 

(Delivered by Prime Minister Julia Gillard, Canberra, 21 March 2013, full text.) 
 

Today, this Parliament, on behalf of the Australian people, takes responsibility and 

apologises for the policies and practices that forced the separation of mothers from 

their babies, which created a lifelong legacy of pain and suffering. 

 

We acknowledge the profound effects of these policies and practices on fathers. 

 

And we recognise the hurt these actions caused to brothers and sisters, grandparents, 

partners and extended family members. 

 

We deplore the shameful practices that denied you, the mothers, your fundamental 

rights and responsibilities to love and care for your children. You were not legally or 

socially acknowledged as their mothers. And you were yourselves deprived of care 

and support. 

 

To you, the mothers who were betrayed by a system that gave you no choice and 

subjected you to manipulation, mistreatment and malpractice, we apologise. 

 

We say sorry to you, the mothers who were denied knowledge of your rights, which 

meant you could not provide informed consent. You were given false assurances. 

You were forced to endure the coercion and brutality of practices that were unethical, 

dishonest and in many cases illegal. 

 

We know you have suffered enduring effects from these practices forced upon you by 

others. For the loss, the grief, the disempowerment, the stigmatisation and the guilt, 

we say sorry. 

 

To each of you who were adopted or removed, who were led to believe your mother 

had rejected you and who were denied the opportunity to grow up with your family 

and community of origin and to connect with your culture, we say sorry. 

 

We apologise to the sons and daughters who grew up not knowing how much you 

were wanted and loved. 

 

We acknowledge that many of you still experience a constant struggle with identity, 

uncertainty and loss, and feel a persistent tension between loyalty to one family and 

yearning for another. 

 

To you, the fathers, who were excluded from the lives of your children and deprived 

of the dignity of recognition on your children's birth records, we say sorry. We 

acknowledge your loss and grief. 



 
 
 

 
 

 

 

We recognise that the consequences of forced adoption practices continue to resonate 

through many, many lives. To you, the siblings, grandparents, partners and other 

family members who have shared in the pain and suffering of your loved ones or who 

were unable to share their lives, we say sorry. 

Many are still grieving. Some families will be lost to one another forever. To those of 

you who face the difficulties of reconnecting with family and establishing on-going 

relationships, we say sorry. 

 

We offer this apology in the hope that it will assist your healing and in order to shine 

a light on a dark period of our nation's history. 

 

To those who have fought for the truth to be heard, we hear you now. We 

acknowledge that many of you have suffered in silence for far too long. 

 

We are saddened that many others are no longer here to share this moment. In 

particular, we remember those affected by these practices who took their own lives. 

Our profound sympathies go to their families. 

 

To redress the shameful mistakes of the past, we are committed to ensuring that all 

those affected get the help they need, including access to specialist counselling 

services and support, the ability to find the truth in freely available records and 

assistance in reconnecting with lost family. 

 

We resolve, as a nation, to do all in our power to make sure these practices are never 

repeated. In facing future challenges, we will remember the lessons of family 

separation. Our focus will be on protecting the fundamental rights of children and on 

the importance of the child's right to know and be cared for by his or her parents. 

 

With profound sadness and remorse, we offer you all our unreserved apology. 

 

This Apology is extended in good faith and deep humility. 

 

It will be a profound act of moral insight by a nation searching its conscience. 

 

It will stand in the name of all Australians as a sign of our willingness to right an old 

wrong and face a hard truth. 

 

As Australians, we are used to celebrating past glories and triumphs, and so we 

should. 

 

We are a great nation. 

 

But we must also be a good nation. 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 

Therefore we must face the negative features of our past without hesitation or reserve. 

 

That is why the period since 2008 has been so distinctive because it has been a 

moment of healing and accountability in the life of our nation. 

 

For a country, just as for a person, it takes a lot of courage to say we are sorry. 

 

We don't like to admit we were mistaken or misguided. 

 

Yet this is part of the process of a nation growing up: 

 

Holding the mirror to ourselves and our past, and not flinching from what we see. 

 

What we see in that mirror is deeply shameful and distressing. 

 

A story of suffering and unbearable loss. 

 

But ultimately a story of strength, as those affected by forced adoptions found their 

voice. 

 

Organised and shared their experiences. 

 

And, by speaking truth to power, brought about the Apology we offer today. 

 

This story had its beginnings in a wrongful belief that women could be separated 

from their babies and it would all be for the best. 

 

Instead these churches and charities, families, medical staff and bureaucrats struck at 

the most primal and sacred bond there is — the bond between a mother and her baby. 

 

Those affected by forced adoption came from all walks of life. 

 

From the city or the country. 

 

People who were born here or migrated here and people who are Indigenous 

Australians. 

 

From different faiths and social classes. 

 

For the most part, the women who lost their babies were young and vulnerable. 

 

They were often pressurised and sometimes even drugged. 

 

They faced so many voices telling them to surrender, even though their own lonely 

voice shouted from the depths of their being to hold on to the new life they had 



 
 
 

 
 

 

created. 

 

Too often they did not see their baby's face. 

 

They couldn't sooth his first cries. 

 

Never felt her warmth or smelt her skin. 

 

They could not give their own baby a name. 

 

Those babies grew up with other names and in other homes. 

 

Creating a sense of abandonment and loss that sometimes could never be made 

whole. 

 

Today we will hear the motion moved in the Parliament and many other words 

spoken by those of us who lead. 

 

But today we also listen to the words and stories of those who have waited so long to 

be heard. 

 

Like the members of the Reference Group personally affected by forced adoption 

who I met earlier today. 

 

Lizzy Brew, Katherine Rendell and Christine Cole told me how their children were 

wrenched away so soon after birth. 

 

How they were denied basic support and advice. 

 

How the removal of their children led to a lifetime of anguish and pain. 

 

Their experiences echo the stories told in the Senate report. 

 

Stories that speak to us with startling power and moral force. 

 

Like Linda Bryant who testified of the devastating moment her baby was taken away: 

When I had my child she was removed. All I saw was the top of her head I knew she 

had black hair. 

 

So often that brief glimpse was the final time those mothers would ever see their 

child. 

 

In institutions around Australia, women were made to perform menial labour in 

kitchens and laundries until their baby arrived. 



 
 
 

 
 

 

 

As Margaret Bishop said: 

It felt like a kind of penance. 

 

In recent years, I have occasionally passed what then was the Medindi Maternity 

Hospital and it generates a deep sadness in me and an odd feeling that it was a 

Dickensian tale about somebody else. 

 

Margaret McGrath described being confined within the Holy Cross home where life 

was 'harsh, punitive and impersonal'. 

 

Yet this was sunny postwar Australia when we were going to the beach and driving 

our new Holdens and listening to Johnny O'Keefe. 

 

As the time for birth came, their babies would be snatched away before they had even 

held them in their arms. 

 

Sometimes consent was achieved by forgery or fraud. 

 

Sometimes women signed adoption papers while under the influence of medication. 

 

Most common of all was the bullying arrogance of a society that presumed to know 

what was best. 

 

Margaret Nonas was told she was selfish. 

 

Linda Ngata was told she was too young and would be a bad mother. 

 

Some mothers returned home to be ostracised and judged. 

 

And despite all the coercion, many mothers were haunted by guilt for having given 

away' their child. 

 

Guilt because, in the words of Louise Greenup, they did not 'buck the system or 

fight'. 

 

The hurt did not simply last for a few days or weeks. 

 

This was a wound that would not heal. 

 

Kim Lawrence told the Senate Committee: 

The pain never goes away, that we all gave away our babies. We were told to forget 

what had happened, but we cannot. It will be with us all our lives. 

 

Carolyn Brown never forgot her son: 



 
 
 

 
 

 

I was always looking and wondering if he was alive or dead. 

 

From then on every time I saw a baby, a little boy and even a grown up in the street, I 

would look to see if I could recognise him. 

 

For decades, young mothers grew old haunted by loss. 

 

Silently grieving in our suburbs and towns. 

 

And somewhere, perhaps even close by, their children grew up denied the bond that 

was their birth-right. 

 

Instead they lived with self-doubt and an uncertain identity. 

 

The feeling, as one child of forced adoption put it, 'that part of me is missing'. 

 

Some suffered sexual abuse at the hands of their adoptive parents or in state 

institutions. 

 

Many more endured the cruelty that only children can inflict on their peers: 

Your mum's not your real mum, your real mum didn't want you. 

 

Your parents aren't your real parents, they don't love you. 

 

Taunts vividly remembered decades later. 

 

For so many children of forced adoption, the scars remain in adult life. 

 

Phil Evans described his life as a: 

rollercoaster ride of emotional trauma; indescribable fear; uncertainty; anxiety and 

self-sabotage in so many ways. 

 

Many others identified the paralysing effect of self-doubt and a fear of abandonment: 

It has held me back, stopped me growing and ensured that I have lived a life frozen. 

 

I heard similar stories of disconnection and loss from Leigh Hubbard and Paul Howes 

today. 

 

The challenges of reconnecting with family. 

 

The struggles with self-identity and self-esteem. 

 

The difficulties with accessing records. 



 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Challenges that even the highest levels of professional success have not been able to 

assuage or heal. 

 

Neither should we forget the fathers, brothers and sisters, grandparents and other 

relatives who were also affected as the impact of forced adoption cascaded through 

each family. 

 

Gary Coles, a father, told me today of the lack of acknowledgment that many fathers 

have experienced. 

 

How often fathers were ignored at the time of the birth. 

 

How their names were not included on birth certificates. 

 

How the veil of shame and forgetting was cast over their lives too. 

 

 

My fellow Australians, 

 

No collection of words alone can undo all this damage. 

 

Or make whole the lives and families fractured by forced adoption. 

 

Or give back childhoods that were robbed of joy and laughter. 

 

Or make amends for the Birthdays and Christmases and Mother's or Father's Days 

that only brought a fresh wave of grief and loss. 

 

But by saying sorry we can correct the historical record. 

 

We can declare that these mothers did nothing wrong. 

 

That you loved your children and you always will. 

 

And to the children of forced adoption, we can say that you deserved so much better. 

 

You deserved the chance to know, and love, your mother and father. 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 

We can promise you all that no generation of Australians will suffer the same pain 

and trauma that you did. 

 

The cruel, immoral practice of forced adoption will have no place in this land any 

more. 

 

We also pledge resources to match today's words with actions. 

 

We will provide $5 million to improve access to specialist support and records 

tracing for those affected by forced adoptions. 

 

And we will work with the states and territories to improve these services. 

 

The Government will also deliver $5 million so that mental health professionals can 

better assist in caring for those affected by forced adoption. 

 

We will also provide $1.5 million for the National Archives to record the experiences 

of those affected by forced adoption through a special exhibition. 

 

That way, this chapter in our nation's history will never again be marginalised or 

forgotten again. 

 

Today's historic moment has only been made possible by the bravery of those who 

came forward to make submissions to the Senate Committee and also of those who 

couldn't come forward but who nurtured hope silently in their hearts. 

Because of your courage, Australia now knows the truth. 

The report prepared so brilliantly by Senator Siewert and the Senate Committee 

records that truth for all to see. 

 

This was further reinforced by the national consultations that Professor Nahum 

Mushin and his reference group undertook to draft the national apology. 

 

Their guidance and advice to government on the drafting of the apology have been 

invaluable. 

 

Any Australian who reads the Senate report or listens to your stories as I have today 

will be appalled by what was done to you. 

 



 
 
 

 
 

 

They will be shocked by your suffering. 

 

They will be saddened by your loss. 

 

But most of all, they will marvel at your determination to fight for the respect of 

history. 

 

They will draw strength from your example. 

 

And they will be inspired by the generous spirit in which you receive this Apology. 

 

Because saying 'Sorry' is only ever complete when those who are wronged accept it. 

 

Through your courage and grace, the time of neglect is over, and the work of healing 

can begin. 
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